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A statistical analysis of the surface roughness is performed on experimentally obtained

ice shapes on an asymmetrical airfoil at 𝑅𝑒𝑐 ≈ 2 · 106. The ice shapes were generated in the

Icing Wind Tunnel of the Technical University of Braunschweig under Appendix C and O

conditions of the EASA airplane certification standards as part of the ICE GENESIS project.

The photogrammetry method is used for the digitization of the experimental ice shapes, while

statistical parameters such as the mean ice shape and the local root mean square (RMS) of the ice

geometry are extracted using a traditional surface projection method, as well as a self-organizing

maps (SOM) approach. Results show the evolution of the statistical parameters over time and

the influence of the freestream static temperature on these parameters. A comparison between

the experimental values of the local RMS of the ice geometry and a correlation for roughness

prediction is presented, showing a good match with the original formulation of the correlation

for cases under Appendix C conditions while having a good match with Appendix O conditions

when a temperature correction factor is applied to the formulation. Additionally, results show

an almost linear growth of roughness over the whole accretion time.

Nomenclature

𝐴𝑐 = accumulation parameter

𝐴𝑖 = area of a mesh triangular element, m2

𝐴𝑝,𝑖 = projected area of a mesh triangular element, m2
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𝐴𝑝 = area of discretized region, m2

AOA = angle of attack, ◦

𝐶𝑡 = Roughness correlation coefficient

𝑐 = chord length, m

𝐷𝑟 = average drag ratio

𝑓0 = freezing fraction at the stagnation point

ℎ = height of the ice geometry measured from a reference geometry, m

ℎ𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = local mean height of the ice geometry, m

ℎ̃𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = modified local mean height of the ice geometry, m

𝐼𝜏 = temporal term

𝐾 = proportionality factor

𝐾0 = modified inertia parameter

𝐾𝐼 = inertia parameter

𝐾𝑇 = temperature correction factor

𝑘𝑠 = local equivalent sand-grain roughness height, m

𝑘+𝑠 = roughness characteristic number

𝑘+𝑠𝑐 = fully-rough regime limit

LWC∞ = liquid water content of the cloud, kgm−3

𝑀 = Number of discretized regions (analysis window) on the reference geometry

𝑀𝑎 = Mach number

MVD = median volume diameter of droplet-size distribution, m

𝑁 = Number of experimental points (centroids) in the analysis window

𝑅𝑎 = local average roughness of the ice geometry, m

𝑅𝑞 = local root-mean-square roughness of the ice geometry, m

𝑅𝑞 = modified local root-mean-square roughness of the ice geometry, m

𝑅′
𝑞 = spatial component of McClain’s model for the local root-mean-square roughness of the ice geometry, m

𝑅𝑒𝑐 = Reynolds number based on 𝑐

𝑅𝑒𝑑 = Reynolds number based on 𝑑𝑝

𝑟0 = radius of curvature of the leading edge, m

𝑆𝑘 = local skewness of the height of the ice geometry

𝑆𝑘 = modified local skewness of the height of the ice geometry

𝑠 = curvilinear distance
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𝑇∞ = static temperature, K

𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑒 = accretion time, s

𝑈∞ = airflow velocity, ms−1

𝑊𝑒𝑖 = Weibull probability density function

x = Spatial location, m

𝛽 = collection efficiency

𝛽0 = collection efficiency at the stagnation point

𝛽 𝑓 𝑏 = collection efficiency at liquid-film breakdown location

𝛾𝑠 = angle between the local surface normal with the leading edge normal, ◦

Δ𝑇0𝑆 = difference of freezing temp. and the freestream total temp.

𝛥𝑠 = curvilinear size of discretized region, m

` = dynamic viscosity of air, Pa s

a = kinematic viscosity of air, m2 s

𝜌 = density of air, kgm−3

𝜌𝑖 = density of ice, kgm−3

𝜌𝑤 = density of water, kgm−3

𝜏𝑤 = skin friction, Nm−2

I. Introduction
An aircraft exposed to icing conditions during atmospheric flight will be subjected to ice accretion over its

components. Generally, the accreted ice presents a surface with different roughness levels which depend on the icing

conditions. This ice roughness has a major impact on the growth rate of the ice shape due to its effect on the boundary

layer properties such as the convective heat transfer [1].

The simulation of in-flight ice accretion via numerical tools generally consists of a quasi-steady process in which

the various physics involved are successively resolved [2–10]. First, the thermo-aerodynamic flow around an object is

calculated. Then, the trajectories and deposition of the water droplets are simulated. Finally, a thermodynamic balance

is made on the surface to calculate local ice accretion rates, from which the ice shape is obtained. To quantify the

influence of roughness during the thermo-aerodynamic calculation, an equivalent sand grain roughness height 𝑘𝑠 is

generally used both for RANS [11–13] and integral boundary layer methods [14, 15], although alternative approaches

are under development [16, 17].

For the prediction of 𝑘𝑠, some authors [18, 19] have established some calculation methods. However, the

determination of this parameter is still largely empirical. For instance, models of uniform 𝑘𝑠 (constant in space and time)
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have been developed through reverse engineering by authors like Ruff and Berkowitz [20], Shin and Bond [21] or Hedde

and Guffond [22]. Like the model used in LEWICE [3], 𝑘𝑠 is often related to the chord length 𝑐, as shown in equation

(1). The proportionality factor 𝐾 may depend on several global parameters related to icing conditions such as the liquid

water content LWC∞ of the icing cloud, the median volume diameter MVD of the droplet-size distribution of the icing

cloud, the freestream temperature 𝑇∞, the freestream velocity𝑈∞, and the freezing fraction at the stagnation point 𝑓0.

𝑘𝑠 (x, 𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑒) = 𝐾 𝑐 (1)

Although these models are of great practical use, the theoretical basis on which they have been developed is rather

weak. For example, the scaling by 𝑐 has no justification other than practical. Moreover, these models can be based

on curve fits made on dimensional quantities (e.g. LWC∞ in kgm−3), posing difficulties for their generalization to

conditions different from those from which the model was developed. In this perspective, the model used in ONICE2D,

IGLOO2D [22] and especially in LEWICE [3] are considered appropriate since 𝐾 is either constant (𝐾 = 10−3 [22])

or based on 𝑓0 (𝐾 = 5 · 10−4
√︁
0.15 + 0.3/ 𝑓0 [3]), which is one of the main non-dimensional parameters identified by

Anderson [23, 24] for ice accretion modeling.

Nevertheless, these uniform roughness height models do not respect the observations made in many experimental

works [25–30], which state that the roughness is not uniform on the whole ice surface and that it evolves with time.

Regarding the spatial evolution on an airfoil, it is common to distinguish a low-roughness area near the stagnation point

termed "smooth zone" [25, 26, 29, 30], "stagnation region" or "glaze-ice-plateau region" [28], where the roughness size

is driven by the runback water. A region further downstream where the roughness size greatly increases is termed "rough

zone" [25–27, 29, 30] or "collection region" [28], on which the roughness size is driven by water droplet impingement.

Regarding the evolution over time, observations of Anderson [24] indicate that the roughness size increases during

the first moments of accretion and then stabilizes. Some semi-empirical models of the roughness height evolution

were proposed by McClain et al. [28, 31] and Han & Palacios [32]. These models are based in part on 𝑓0 and the

accumulation parameter 𝐴𝑐, being this discussed in more detail in section II.

The current study focuses on the analysis of the ice roughness in conditions representative of in-flight ice accretion,

to support the further development of roughness size models. The ice shapes are generated on the Icing Wind Tunnel of

the Technical University of Braunschweig (BIWT) [33], using a non-symmetrical airfoil as a test subject. The technique

employed for the digitization of the ice shapes is based on photogrammetry [34], which is known to have been applied

in the study of Hann [35] and validated in the study of Baghel et al. [36], both for icing applications. An analysis of the

ice roughness is performed to obtain a spatial distribution of statistical parameters for various accretion times 𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑒.

Regarding airfoils present in the literature of roughness-height studies, the most used airfoil is the NACA0012 [26–30].

Still, investigations have been done on non-symmetrical airfoils such as the HAARP-II profile [31, 37, 38], a NACA23012
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profile [39] and a CRM65 swept wing [40]. The present study investigates ice accretion on a non-symmetric airfoil

as well. In addition, since a length scale must be defined to analyze or model the experiments, either in equation (1)

(where the chord length 𝑐 was chosen) or to define the accumulation parameter 𝐴𝑐 (where the radius of curvature at the

leading-edge 𝑟0 was chosen), it seems important to use different ratios 𝑐/𝑟0 in the generated databases. The airfoil of the

current study presents 𝑐/𝑟0 ≃ 42, while the NACA0012 airfoil presents 𝑐/𝑟0 ≃ 63 and the HAARP-II airfoil presents

𝑐/𝑟0 ≃ 66 (concerning this two airfoils studied in the literature in sufficient detail).

As presented in section III, the range of non-dimensional parameters 𝐴𝑐 and 𝑓0 cover a broad spectrum of icing

conditions. For example, with a maximum value of 𝐴𝑐 = 0.64 (𝐴𝑐 < 0.48 in McClain’s works [28] for instance), the

condition suggested by Anderson that the roughness size no longer evolves for 𝐴𝑐 > 𝐴𝑐𝑙𝑖𝑚 (𝐴𝑐𝑙𝑖𝑚 = 0.15 [24] or

0.4 [27]) can be analyzed. Also, as done in the works by McClain et al. [28, 37, 38, 41–43], two types of droplet sizes

corresponding to different Appendices of the icing certification procedure [44] were studied: the standard Appendix C

conditions, corresponding to small droplets with MVD ≃ 20 µm, and the Appendix O conditions, for which a significant

part of the droplet cloud is constituted of supercooled large droplets (SLDs) likely to splash when impinging on the

airfoil.

The main statistical parameters used to characterize the roughness are presented in section II. A reference model,

proposed by McClain et al. [28] is presented as well in this section, which will be used to analyze the data generated in

the current study and to comment on the main original observations corresponding to the studied conditions compared

to literature conditions. The experimental setup and icing conditions will be presented in section III. Since the raw data

generated by the experiments are mainly ice shapes, the post-processing tools employed to derive statistic parameters

are described in section IV. Finally, section V is dedicated to the discussion and analysis of the results.

II. Parameters for the statistical analysis
In many convective heat transfer models used for modeling ice accretion, 𝑘𝑠 is used to model ice roughness [12–

14, 45, 46]. This quantity is however difficult to characterize experimentally because it corresponds to the thickness of a

sandpaper-type roughness which would provide the same aerodynamic shear stress 𝜏𝑤 as the geometrical roughness

measured experimentally. In other words, 𝑘𝑠 is a thickness that must be provided to the models to obtain the correct

value of the skin friction, being not strictly a pure geometrical parameter. Many models relating 𝑘𝑠 to geometrical

parameters have therefore been developed. Some of these correlations are based on easily identifiable parameters for

academic rough elements (hemispheres, cones), which do not properly represent the complex rough geometry found on

iced surfaces. Therefore, for surfaces covered with rough elements of any shape, models based on the moments of

the surface statistics seem to be the most promising. For example, in the model of Flack and Schultz [47] presented

in equation (2), 𝑘𝑠 is a function of the local value of the root mean square (RMS) 𝑅𝑞 and the skewness 𝑆𝑘 of the

rough-surface probability density function.
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𝑘𝑠 = 4.43𝑅𝑞 (1 + 𝑆𝑘)1.37 (2)

This formula has limitations. For example, it is only valid for the fully-rough regime, characterized by large

roughness heights where 𝑘+𝑠 > 𝑘+𝑠𝑐, with 𝑘+𝑠 = 𝑘𝑠
√︁
𝜏𝑤/𝜌/a and 𝑘+𝑠𝑐 presenting values on order of a few tens (for example,

𝑘+𝑠𝑐 = 68 after Nikuradse [48]), and for which the roughness effect is independent of the Reynolds number. Equation (2)

also stands for 𝑆𝑘 > −1, i.e. if the surface does not have too large troughs compared to peaks. Moreover, the rough

elements must be densely distributed. Despite these limitations, this model could be used by Aupoix and Chedevergne

boundary layer models [12, 46]. Among the moments of the surface statistics presented in the next section, 𝑅𝑞 is

therefore an important parameter.

A. Main statistical parameters of the rough iced surfaces

Let ℎ𝑖 be the local height of a point on the rough iced surface, compared to the clean airfoil surface. Then, it is

possible to define the average height ℎ𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 around this point from 𝑁 neighboring points via equation (3). ℎ𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 acts

as well as the average ice thickness, which is related to the average shape of the ice deposit and can be used for the

validation of ice accretion software.

ℎ𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 =
1
𝑁

𝑁∑︁
𝑖=1

ℎ𝑖 (3)

With this, different statistical parameters can be defined to characterize the rough surface, as presented by Thomas [49].

Although many parameters have been defined, the focus of the current study is on those that have been specifically

characterized and modeled for iced surfaces.

The first statistic moment of the rough surface is the average roughness 𝑅𝑎 defined in equation (4). This parameter

was characterized and modeled by Han and Palacios [32, 50] in particular. The model they proposed is related to the

accumulation parameter 𝐴𝑐, the freezing fraction at the stagnation point 𝑓0, the chord length 𝑐, the radius of curvature at

the leading edge 𝑟0 and the local curvilinear abscissa.

𝑅𝑎 =
1
𝑁

𝑁∑︁
𝑖=1

| ℎ𝑖 − ℎ𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 | (4)

The second main parameter is the RMS of the roughness 𝑅𝑞 , defined in equation (5), which is related to the second

statistic moment. It is possible to link 𝑘𝑠 to 𝑅𝑞 as shown in equation (2). To do that, it is necessary to also characterize

the skewness 𝑆𝑘 as in equation (6) as well.

𝑅𝑞 =

(
1
𝑁

𝑁∑︁
𝑖=1

(ℎ𝑖 − ℎ𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛)2
)0.5

(5)
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𝑆𝑘 =
1

𝑁𝑅3𝑞

𝑁∑︁
𝑖=1

(ℎ𝑖 − ℎ𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛)3 (6)

From here, it can be seen that 𝑅𝑞 is thus important to characterize. In particular, McClain et al. [28] proposed the

model described in the following section for 𝑅𝑞 , based mainly on global parameters of the icing conditions, especially

𝐴𝑐 and 𝑟0, and applied to NACA0012 airfoils. In a more recent article (2021), McClain et al. [31] derived another

model for 𝑅𝑞 , which is not discussed in detail here. The latter model is better suited to the use in a numerical code

because 𝑅𝑞 is linked to local parameters such as the values of pressure, freezing fraction, etc. In addition, a larger

database was investigated to derive the model, including airfoils other than NACA0012, namely the HAARP-II airfoil.

Also, a large range of freezing fractions 𝑓0 ∈ [0.15, 0.88] was investigated, while 𝑓0 ≃ 0.2 in 2017. However, although

this may seem paradoxical, the latter model is less suitable for the comparisons made against the data generated in

the present article because simulations with ice accretion software are required before the use of the model, making

the results dependent on the implemented numerical models. In addition, the resulting properties of these simulations

(pressure, freezing fraction, etc.) must correspond closely to those that McClain would have obtained with LEWICE2D.

It turned out that IGLOO2D [5] in particular does not produce exactly the same freezing fraction as LEWICE2D (the

discrepancy locally exceeds 100%, even though the predicted freezing fractions are very similar at the stagnation point).

The choice was thus to focus on the model derived in 2017 by McClain et al. [28].

B. 2017 McClain’s model for 𝑅𝑞

McClain et al. [28] proposed a model for 𝑅𝑞 in the "collection region", in which they decorrelated the spatial and

temporal evolution laws as in equation (7).

𝑅𝑞 = 𝐼𝜏𝑅
′
𝑞 (7)

The temporal term 𝐼𝜏 is defined as in equation (8), which is driven by 𝐴𝑐, defined in equation 9. In these expressions,

𝑈∞ is the far-field airflow velocity, LWC∞ is the liquid water content of the cloud of droplets, 𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑒 is the exposure time,

𝜌𝑖 is the ice density (917 kgm−3) 𝑟0 is the radius of curvature at the leading edge of the airfoil and 𝛽0 is the collection

efficiency at the stagnation point. The 𝐶𝑡 coefficient was set to 𝐶𝑡 = 0.5 for the straight and swept wings tested [28].

𝐼𝜏 = 𝐶𝑡 𝐴𝑐𝛽0 (2𝑟0) (8)

𝐴𝑐 =
𝑈∞ LWC∞ 𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑒

𝜌𝑖 (2𝑟0)
(9)

In this model, the roughness increases linearly over time, via 𝐴𝑐, with no time limitations on the growth. This is not

supported by all the authors, especially Anderson [27] which, as explained earlier, states that roughness stops growing
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when a value of 𝐴𝑐𝑙𝑖𝑚 is reached.

After the suggestion of a reviewer of the current manuscript, it was noted that equation (7) doesn’t consider the

effect of 𝑇∞, which actually affects roughness formation via its influence on 𝑓0. Therefore, following this suggestion, a

temperature correction factor 𝐾𝑇 was implemented in equation (7), resulting in equation (10), being 𝐾𝑇 modeled as in

equation (11), taken from McClain et al. [31]. Here, Δ𝑇0𝑆 is the difference between the freezing temperature and the

freestream total temperature.

𝑅𝑞 = 𝐼𝜏𝑅
′
𝑞𝐾𝑇 (10)

𝐾𝑇 = 0.34 + Δ𝑇
2/3
0𝑆 𝑒

−Δ𝑇0𝑆/2.25 (11)

The spatial evolution of the roughness height is driven by the collection efficiency 𝛽 and modeled as in equation

(12). Here, the Weibull probability density function Wei is used to match the specific spatial evolution of the roughness

height, as in equation (13).

𝑅′
𝑞 =

Wei
(
𝛽 − 0.05, 𝛽 𝑓 𝑏 − 0.15, 3

)
3.09Wei

(
0.875(𝛽 𝑓 𝑏 − 0.15), 𝛽 𝑓 𝑏 − 0.15, 3

) + 0.05
3.09

(
1 − tanh

(
10

[
𝛽 𝑓 𝑏 − 𝛽

] ) )
(12)

Wei (𝑥, _, 𝑘) = 𝑘

_

( 𝑥
_

) 𝑘−1
𝑒−(𝑥/_)

𝑘

(13)

𝛽 𝑓 𝑏 is the collection efficiency at the liquid-film breakdown location, i.e. at the end of the "glaze-ice plateau". In

references [28, 43], 𝛽 𝑓 𝑏 = 0.45. Regarding the collection efficiency at the stagnation point, the model was developed

using Langmuir and Blodgett’s approach to assess 𝛽0 [51], being this defined in equation (14). The modified inertia

parameter 𝐾0 is presented in equation (15).

𝛽0 =

1.4
(
𝐾0 −

1
8

)0.84
1 + 1.4

(
𝐾0 −

1
8

)0.84 (14)

𝐾0 =
1
8
+ 𝐷𝑟

(
𝐾𝐼 −

1
8

)
(15)

The inertia parameter 𝐾𝐼 is defined as 𝐾𝐼 = 𝜌𝑤𝑑
2
𝑝𝑈∞/18`(2𝑟0), 𝜌𝑤 is the water density, 𝑑𝑝 is the droplet diameter

(in practice, 𝑑𝑝 = MVD is used) and ` is the dynamic viscosity of air. The average drag ratio 𝐷𝑟 is presented in

equation (16), where the Reynolds number is 𝑅𝑒𝑑 = 𝑈∞𝑑𝑝/a.

𝐷𝑟 =
1

0.8388 + 0.001483𝑅𝑒𝑑 + 0.1847𝑅𝑒0.5
𝑑

(16)
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A sine law assumption was also used by McClain et al.[28] to obtain a distribution of the collection efficiency,

presented in equation (17). AOA is the angle of attack, 𝛾𝑠 is the angle between the normal to the surface and the

line joining the leading edge of the airfoil to the trailing edge, at the local curvilinear abscissa 𝑠. It can be noted that

McClain’s model has been developed to take into account a sweep-angle effect. The test article considered in this work

is a straight wing, therefore, no sweep angle is considered.

𝛽 = 𝛽0 cos (AOA + 𝛾𝑠) (17)

The models (7) and (10) are thus mainly dependent on 𝐴𝑐, 𝑟0 and a spatial evolution of the collection efficiency 𝛽.

Several limitations to the models are highlighted by McClain [28]. First, this model was developed for the "collection

region" only, where the roughness height is linked to the droplet collection. Second, the value assigned to 𝐶𝑡 is not

firmly established (some possible adaptations are proposed for 𝐶𝑡 in [43]). Third, McClain points out that equation

(7) was established for a reduced range of freezing fraction 𝑓0, for symmetric NACA0012 wings with zero AOA. The

database investigated in [28] indeed consists of NACA0012 airfoils with AOA = 0, 𝐴𝑐 = 0.348 and 𝑓0 in the range from

0.19 to 0.25. NACA0012 swept-wings with 𝑓0 = 0.19 or 0.22 and 𝐴𝑐 in the range from 0.03 to 0.484 were investigated

with the same model in [43]. It must also be mentioned that McClain studied rather short accretion times, with 𝐴𝑐

values from 0.061 to 0.408 [42], which may explain the fact that no limitation was identified to the model in terms of the

range of 𝐴𝑐.

The location of the film breakdown is probably one of the major difficulties of the model because no specific model

is proposed for 𝛽 𝑓 𝑏. McClain warns that investigating different values of 𝑓0 could affect 𝛽 𝑓 𝑏, as well as 𝐶𝑡 and the

parameters of the Weibull function. It can be assumed that the investigation of different wing profiles or different

angles of attack can lead to the same consequences. In addition, while Langmuir and Blodgett’s formula (14) often

produces rather accurate results, especially for symmetric 2D airfoils [23], it has to be mentioned that equation (17) can

be considered questionable, especially if generalized to several types of airfoils.

Since the icing conditions and experimental apparatus are quite different between the databases studied by McClain

et al. [28] and in the present study, the model (7) will be used in section V to evaluate its capabilities, and thus, establish a

connection between the experimental results generated in the BIWT and those studied by McClain. It must be underlined

that a recalibration of the model proposed by McClain was necessary: The variables 𝛽 𝑓 𝑏, 𝐶𝑡 , and the parameters of the

Weibull functions could be changed, as authorized by McClain’s observations. In particular, 𝛽 𝑓 𝑏 was adjusted for each

test case here proposed to correctly identify the region of the glaze ice plateau. Details on the values used for each of

the test cases will be presented in section V.
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III. Generation and digitization of ice shapes

A. Setup of experiments

The ice accretion experiments were performed in the BIWT, which has a test section of 1.5m length, with a

cross-section of 0.5m × 0.5m. The setup involved the HMDI airfoil as the test subject installed in the middle of the test

section at an AOA of 0◦, as shown in figures 1 and 2. The term HMDI stands for "Hybrid Moveable DeIcing systems",

which was a LuFo project (20Y1512G)∗ on which this specific airfoil was commissioned for the testing of anti-icing

and de-icing systems developed by collaborators such as Airbus and DLR. The airfoil was later transferred to the ICE

GENESIS project†. Its geometry‡ is based on a scaled section of the wing of the NASA Common Research Model and

resembles a NACA 1414 airfoil. The airfoil has a chord length 𝑐 = 0.7m, a spanwise length of 0.5m and a leading edge

curvature radius 𝑟0 = 0.0163m. The blockage ratio of the setup is of 0.25 at the location of the maximum thickness of

the airfoil.

Fig. 1 Installation of the HMDI airfoil in the wind tunnel test section.

B. Test matrix and icing parameters

The experiments were carried out at a wind speed of 40m s−1 and a pressure of 1 bar at the test section, resulting in

a Reynolds number 𝑅𝑒𝑐 ≈ 2 · 106 and 𝑀𝑎 ≈ 0.12. Although many icing conditions were tested for the ICE GENESIS

project, table 1 is presented showing all the selected test points for the current study. As seen, temperatures of −8 ◦C and

−12 ◦C and accretion times of 1.5 to 9 minutes are analyzed, as well as two sets of particle distributions corresponding

to Appendix C and Appendix O conditions of the EASA airplane certification standards [44]. Appendix C cases also

included tests at −5 and −16 ◦C, which although processed, were not included in the current study. Indeed, the case

at −16 ◦C is purely rime ice accretion, therefore the roughness is very limited and the study of this condition is less

interesting compared to glaze ice. On the other hand, the tests at −5 ◦C presented complicated ice shapes for which the
∗LuFo: Federal Aeronautical Research Programme of the DLR (German Aerospace Center).
†ICE GENESIS project: www.ice-genesis.eu
‡To this date, the geometry of the HMDI airfoil is not publicly available. Access to the geometry can be gained via the AIIS (Austrian Institute

for Icing Sciences) database: icing-database.eu
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Fig. 2 Sketch of the installation of the HMDI airfoil in the wind tunnel test section.

convergence of the discrete statistical analysis is more complex to achieve, being this briefly in section IV.C.

Table 1 Icing conditions test matrix

Appendix 𝑇∞ 𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝑓0 𝐴𝑐

- ◦C min - -
C -8 1.5 / 3 / 6 / 9 0.48 0.11 / 0.21 / 0.42 / 0.64
C -12 1.5 / 3 / 6 / 9 0.71 0.11 / 0.21 / 0.42 / 0.64
O -8 3 / 6 / 9 0.58 0.13 / 0.27 / 0.40
O -12 3 / 6 / 9 0.85 0.13 / 0.27 / 0.40

Appendix C conditions involved a cloud with an MVD = 19 µm and LWC∞ = 0.88 gm−3, while Appendix O

conditions present an MVD = 70 µm and LWC∞ = 0.56 gm−3. The particle distributions of the icing clouds are shown

in figure 3. This allowed to cover icing conditions with a 𝑓0 and 𝐴𝑐 presented as well in table 1. As a note, 𝑓0 is

estimated following the procedure of Anderson [52] while 𝐴𝑐 was calculated via equation (9). Information about the

calibration of the droplet cloud and its uniformity can be found in the study of Knop et al. [53] for Appendix C, while

the study of Bora et al. [54] presents information on the calibration of Appendix O.

C. Digitization via photogrammetry

The photogrammetry method consists in taking multiple pictures of an object from different angles (between 50 and

100 photos), which are then fed into a photogrammetry software that reconstructs a 3D model from the photos [34].

In the current study, the software 3DF Zephyr was employed§. More details on the validity and accuracy of the

photogrammetry method applied to ice accretion are described in the study of Baghel et al. [36].

Therefore, once an ice shape was generated, the slat was taken to a cold chamber located near the test section in

order to take the required photos using cameras Canon EOS 80D with a 55 mm lens. It is noted that the ice shape was
§3DF Zephyr: www.3dflow.net/3df-zephyr-photogrammetry-software
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Fig. 3 Particle distributions of the icing clouds.

painted with a red ice marker in spray form to allow better resolution of the ice details, by suppressing natural ice

reflections caused by its transparency and allowing for a better 3D model generation. An example of the taken photos of

an ice shape and its corresponding 3D model can be seen in figure 4. Due to the nature of the process, the experimental

ice shape is discarded afterward, meaning that each 3D model for each temperature and ice accretion time is made from

independent experiments.

Fig. 4 Example of 3 photos from a set taken for an ice shape (left), used to generate a digital 3D model (right).

The reconstructed 3D ice model presents a span length of ±50𝑚𝑚 from the center. A proper alignment of the

obtained 3D model with the slat of reference is performed using measured control points located on clean regions of the

slat, which are captured as in the photos and set up in the software. The 3D ice model is a surface mesh made up of

triangles (each triangle made by 3 nodes), stored as an STL file, which is used to perform the statistical analysis with the

methods presented in the next section.
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IV. Methods for statistical analysis
For the statistical analysis of the roughness of the experimental ice shapes presented in section III, three different

methods are here presented and then compared to assess their validity.

A. Surface projection

The first two methods are based on the extraction of statistical parameters using a discretized reference geometry,

which in this case is the slat of the 2D clean HMDI airfoil. Figure 5 shows an example of a 3D ice model of a digitized

ice shape (app. O, −12◦C and 9 min) being aligned with the HMDI airfoil, where the red dots correspond to the nodes

of the surface mesh of the 3D ice model. Afterward, the 3D model is unwrapped following the unwrapping of the

reference geometry from 𝑥 − 𝑦 coordinates into 𝑠 − ℎ coordinates, where 𝑠 is the clean airfoil curvilinear abscissa and ℎ

is the normal distance of a node to the reference geometry, obtaining figure 6. The reference geometry will have ℎ = 0

along the coordinate 𝑠.

Fig. 5 HMDI airfoil and 3D ice model projected on the x-y plane.

For the extraction of statistical parameters, the first method uses equations (3), (5) and (6) to obtain ℎ𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛, 𝑅𝑞 and

𝑆𝑘 at each analysis window 𝑗 ( 𝑗 ∈ [1, 𝑀], 𝑀 = 200), which covers a range of [𝑠 𝑗 − Δ𝑠/2, 𝑠 𝑗 + Δ𝑠/2] × [𝑧𝑚𝑖𝑛, 𝑧𝑚𝑎𝑥],

being Δ𝑠 = (𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑛)/𝑀 . 𝑁 is then the number of experimental points in the analysis window 𝑗 . In these equations,

ℎ𝑖 corresponds to the normal distance of the node 𝑖 to the reference geometry. It can be said that the statistical parameters

are based on the projection of the 3D model on the surface of the reference geometry, therefore it is termed as surface

projection (SP) method. It is noted that Δ𝑠 is chosen to be small enough to avoid curvature effects being added as

roughness into 𝑅𝑞 , while it is chosen as well to be big enough in order to still behave as a statistical parameter. Therefore,

there is a range of values of Δ𝑠 which don’t have major effects on the obtained 𝑅𝑞 distributions.
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Fig. 6 Unwrapped 3D ice model on the s-h coordinate system based on the HMDI airfoil.

For the second method, these equations are modified into equations (18), (19) and (20). ℎ𝑖 would now correspond to

the normal distance of the centroids of the mesh triangles to the reference geometry, while the 𝐴𝑝,𝑖 is the projected area

of the triangle on to the reference geometry and 𝐴𝑝 is the sum of all these projected areas, as shown in figure 7. Since

𝐴𝑝,𝑖/𝐴𝑝 would act as a weight term over the original formulation, this method is termed as weighted surface projection

(WSP) method. This modification is done to account for the different nodal densities of the ice shape, meaning that the

SP and WSP methods would eventually give the same results for a mesh with a homogeneous distribution of elements.

Fig. 7 Sketch of a mesh triangle and its projection on the reference geometry.
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Fig. 8 Example of the normal distance between the data point and its best matching unit.

B. Self organizing maps

The third method is based on the self-organizing maps (SOM) approach, which is an unsupervised machine learning

technique used to identify non-linear manifolds from a point cloud [39, 55–58], being this its main peculiarity compared

to the other presented methods. Indeed, the SOM method is capable of dealing with non-functional structures like horns

in glaze ice shape, when it is not possible to identify a one-to-one correspondence between the ice shape and a reference

geometry such as the clean airfoil.

The scattered data is presented to the algorithm which reads the position of each mesh node. Then, a set of codebook

vectors (CBV) is initialized. Following batch training, these CBVs are moved towards the centroid of a clump of

clustered data, which will have that CBV as the best matching unit (BMU). At the end of the training, the result is a

map of CBVs that represents the mean shape identified by the point cloud. In contrast to online training, where one

random data point is used to update the CBVs position at each iteration, the update procedure of the batch training is

done by considering the entire dataset. Therefore, the results of online training depend on the sequence of training data

presented to the CBV, while results of batch training are guaranteed to be deterministic due to the usage of the same

entire dataset [58]. During the training, the influence of each data point to a CBV is determined by a neighbourhood

function. Points closer to the CBV will have a larger weight in updating the position of the CBV compared to points

further away in the space. Different functions can be used for this purpose, such as the Gaussian function [58], which is

used for the current study. The neighbourhood function introduces a radius of influence as a new parameter proper of

the function. By reducing this radius, the region enclosing the training data point that influences the position of a CBV

is reduced.

Finally, the last step consists on evaluating statistical parameters associated with the mean ice shape, that is, 𝑅𝑎 and

𝑅𝑞 . For each point of the clump, the normal distance 𝑑𝑁 = ℎ − ℎ𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 from its BMU is computed. An example of the

normal distance of each data of the cluster to its best matching unit is shown in Fig. 8. More details on this approach

can be found in the work by McClain [39] and by Neubauer [56, 57].

To determine the number of CBVs and the neighbourhood function radius which guarantee consistent results, a
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convergence analysis was performed. The number of CBVs was set to a minimum value that guaranteed not significant

changes in the roughness profile when adding more CBVs. A similar procedure was followed for the radius of the

neighbourhood function, which was decreased until significant changes on the mean shape or roughness were observed.

For the test cases of the current study, the number of CBVs was set to 250 and the radius was set to 0.1.

C. Comparison of methods

A comparison of the extracted statistical parameters using the presented methods is shown at next. Figures 9 and 10

show the computed mean ice shape on the left, while 𝑅𝑞 is shown on the right, for a case from Appendix C (−12◦C, 3

min) and another of Appendix O (−8◦C, 6 min), respectively. The SOM method by does not need a reference geometry

to determine the mean shape and roughness. Therefore, to compare its results with the other methods and with the

empirical correlation, the CBVs must be projected on the clean airfoil surface. The discretization of the clean airfoil

must be sufficiently fine to guarantee that each CBV is associated to one point on the clean airfoil.

Fig. 9 Comparison of methods for the Appendix C case at −12◦C, 3 min.

Fig. 10 Comparison of methods for the Appendix O case at −8◦C, 6 min.
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Regarding the mean ice shape, all three methods give almost perfectly overlapping results. Regarding 𝑅𝑞 , this is

shown against the clean airfoil curvilinear abscissa with 𝑠 = 0 representing the leading edge, 𝑠 > 0 being the suction

side and 𝑠 < 0 being the pressure side of the airfoil. The overall roughness trend is similarly captured by all methods

both for Appendix C and Appendix O test cases. It can be seen that all methods can capture the low level of roughness

around the stagnation point and also the peaks identified in the Appendix C test case. Overall it can be stated that the

three methods are equivalent for the characterization of roughness. Therefore, in section V results obtained with the

self-organizing maps approach will be presented.

Finally, as explained in section III.B, the tests at 𝑇 = −5 ◦C were excluded from the analysis since the resultant ice

shape presented complex features, as can be noticed from experimental data in Figure 11. One of the main concerns is

to discriminate between what is to be considered as a geometrical feature of the ice shape and what is to be considered

roughness. Indeed, as can be seen in Figure 11, where a horn is forming around 𝑠 = 0.04m and 𝑠 = −0.03m, two

possible interpretations arise. The first one, the orange curve i.e. Case 1, is to consider the average thickness as the mean

shape, and everything else is considered as roughness. On the other hand, another possibility, shown with the blue curve

i.e. Case 2, is that the horn is treated as a geometrical feature and the mean shape follows the horn, and the roughness is

then evaluated from this mean shape. The two different shapes have been identified using the SOM approach with the

same number of codebook vectors and two different radius: 0.1 for Case 1 and 0.03 for Case 2. This difference was not

found in the other test cases with more regular ice shapes and using the values of radius above would give the same

results in terms of mean shape and roughness. For this particular test case, a further detailed analysis on which of the

two configuration obtained with SOM better represents reality and when convergence is considered to be reached should

be conducted. Nevertheless, this analysis results in a complex problem out of the scope of the present work.

Fig. 11 Mean ice shape and 𝑅𝑞 of Appendix C cases at −5◦C.
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V. Analysis and results

A. Appendix C

Figure 12 shows the extracted mean ice shape evolution over time for −8 and −12◦C. A difference in the topology of

the ice can be appreciated, especially at high accretion times. Development of horns can be seen for cases at −8◦C.

Fig. 12 Mean ice shape of Appendix C cases at −8◦C and −12◦C.

Fig. 13 𝑅′
𝑞 for Appendix C cases at −8◦C.

In order to simplify the analysis of 𝑅𝑞 over time, the values of non-dimensionalized 𝑅′
𝑞 are presented in figures 13

and 14 (see equation (7)). This is based on the hypothesis that 𝑅𝑞 ∝ 𝑡, which is verified if 𝑅′
𝑞 is constant over 𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑒. An

increase of 𝑅′
𝑞 with 𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑒 implies a growth acceleration, while its decrease implies a deceleration.

As remarked in section II, a recalibration of the model was required in order to get the best fit of the roughness

distribution. In particular, for Appendix C, the collection efficiency value at the end of the glaze ice plateau was

𝛽 𝑓 𝑏 = 0.37 for the test cases at −8◦C and 𝛽 𝑓 𝑏 = 0.36 for the ones at −12◦C. There is thus a small difference between
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Fig. 14 𝑅′
𝑞 for Appendix C cases at −12 ◦C.

the 𝛽 𝑓 𝑏 values for two very different values of 𝑓0. This may indicate that the adjustment of 𝛽 𝑓 𝑏 compared to the value

provided in the original model is related to the chosen airfoil. The time evolution does not change the plateau, therefore,

the 𝛽 𝑓 𝑏 was kept constant while changing the ice accretion time, which is consistent with the model. Both cases indicate

a good match between the extracted 𝑅′
𝑞 and McClain’s proposed 𝑅′

𝑞 model (equation (12), dashed lines in figures 13 and

14), especially when observing the extent of the smooth zone and the overall evolution of 𝑅′
𝑞 in the collection region.

The cases at −8◦C (figure 13) show an almost constant growth rate of 𝑅𝑞 over time up to 9 minutes, indicated by the

fact that all experimental 𝑅′
𝑞 curves overlap. Still, cases at −12◦C (figure 14) exhibit a slight acceleration of the 𝑅𝑞

growth rate in comparison to cases of −8◦C (figure 13) . Nevertheless, the current tests didn’t manage to show a strong

growth deceleration of 𝑅𝑞 , making it not possible to identify a threshold for 𝐴𝑐 for which the roughness stops growing,

at least for the range of 𝐴𝑐 tested, which reaches the value of 0.64.

The temperature correction proposed in equation (10) is reported in figures 13 and 14 as well with a dashed line.

It can be noticed that the proposed temperature correction does not improve the agreement with experimental data

compared to the original model for Appendix C cases. Indeed, it generally underestimates the 𝑅′
𝑞 after the plateau

region. Still, the experimental curves are enclosed between the original and temperature-corrected model, meaning that

the two empirical models could represent the upper and lower bound of geometrical ice roughness.

As an observation, the experimental data seems to have a contaminated smooth zone, which can be appreciated in

figure 15: some isolated ice elements randomly invade the smooth region. This situation has been also observed by

McClain [41], attributing this effect to the airfoil size, with airfoils with a larger 𝑐 presenting a cleaner and well-defined

smooth zone.
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Fig. 15 3D model of a case at −8◦C and 3 min of Appendix C. Invasive ice elements are highlighted in the
smooth zone.

B. Appendix O

Figure 16 shows the mean ice shape evolution for −8 and −12◦C. All ice shapes exhibit similar topology: A

well-defined smooth zone, followed by a rough zone, with no presence of horns. It can be clearly seen that the ice

thickness for cases at −12◦C is higher around the stagnation point than for cases at −8◦C, as expected. Following the

same considerations taken on the analysis of Appendix C, figures 17 and 18 are presented. In particular, 𝛽 𝑓 𝑏 = 0.52 is

selected for the test cases at −8◦C and 𝛽 𝑓 𝑏 = 0.56 for the ones at −12◦C. Also for Appendix O, these values were kept

constant while changing the ice accretion time.

Fig. 16 Mean ice shape of Appendix O cases at −8◦C and −12◦C.

The values of 𝑅′
𝑞 show in evidence a wide smooth zone that follows McClain’s proposed model until the sudden

increase of 𝑅′
𝑞 on the rough zone, which then stays almost homogeneous over the rest of the ice shape. It can be seen that

McClain’s original model fails to predict the values 𝑅′
𝑞 for the rough zone. Still, McClain’s corrected model (equation

(10)) presents a better agreement with the experimental data. It can be seen that as in Appendix C, the two models
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Fig. 17 𝑅′
𝑞 for Appendix O cases at −8◦C.

Fig. 18 𝑅′
𝑞 for Appendix O cases at −12◦C.

bound the experimental data of Appendix O. This shows that the presented database is in agreement with other results

from literature, from which the presented empirical models were elaborated. Nevertheless, further studies should be

conducted on the range of applicability of these correlations.

Additionally, it can be stated that the growth of 𝑅′
𝑞 seems to be linear for 𝐴𝑐 < 0.4 and no deceleration of the growth

rate is observed, since all curves almost overlap, meaning that the maximum threshold of 𝑅′
𝑞 can’t be identified.

Finally, in contrast to Appendix C cases, the present Appendix O cases don’t exhibit major contamination or invasive

rough elements on the smooth region, as can be seen in figure 19.

C. Notes on comparison between Appendix C and O cases

Comparison of the 𝑅𝑞 values with cases with different MVD can be inaccurate due to some issues with the calculation

of the collection efficiency. In the model proposed by McClain [28], the evaluation of the collection efficiency is
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Fig. 19 3D model of case at −8◦C and 3 min of Appendix O. The smooth zone seems free of invasive rough
elements.

performed through the Langmuir and Blodgett’s approach [51] presented in equation (14) considering only the MVD of

the droplet cloud, obtaining the value 𝛽0,MVD for Appendix C and O, shown in table 2.

By considering a multi-bin distribution on the Langmuir and Blodgett’s approach for a more accurate calculation,

different values of 𝛽0,Bins are obtained, being shown in table 2. The Langmuir and Blodgett model, therefore, provides a

rather close approximation of 𝛽0 for Appendix C using the MVD, while this not being the case for Appendix O.

Table 2 Collection efficiency from Appendix C and O

Appendix 𝛽0,MVD 𝛽0,Bins 𝛽FS0,Bins 𝛽WT0,Bins
C 0.46 0.45 0.51 0.54
O 0.84 0.66 0.69 0.71

Furthermore, numerical simulations of particle trajectories could give more accurate but different values of collection

efficiency: Table 2 shows the values 𝛽FS0,Bins and 𝛽
WT
0,Bins, corresponding to results obtained from simulations of the airfoil

in freestream and wind tunnel conditions, respectively, using the software PoliDrop [59] and DICEPS [60]. This leads

to higher collection efficiencies for Appendix C cases in the wind tunnel due to blockage effects. These calculations

were performed without accounting splashing phenomena, which could give even more different collection efficiencies.

It is therefore still a question of which value of collection efficiency should be used for the proper normalization of

𝑅𝑞 in order to compare cases with different MVD, that is, Appendix C with Appendix O cases. In our study, 𝛽0,MVD

was used since the reference model was originally calibrated using this value.

VI. Conclusions
The current study presented the ice roughness analysis of digitized ice shapes obtained in the BIWT during the ICE

GENESIS project. The analyzed ice shapes followed icing conditions described in Appendix C and O of EASA airplane

certification standards.
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For the digitization of the generated ice shapes, the photogrammetry method was applied, which reconstructs a 3D

model via photogrammetry software based on sets of photos taken from an object at different angles.

The digitized ice shapes were analyzed using several methods for the extraction of statistical parameters, such as the

mean ice shape and the RMS of the ice geometry, 𝑅𝑞 . It was verified that all applied methods give approximately the

same values.

During the analysis of Appendix C, it was noted that the roughness grows almost in a linear manner over time,

showing almost no growth deceleration for 𝐴𝑐 < 0.64. This made it impossible to identify a roughness limit in our

experiments. A good match can be seen when comparing the obtained data to the original roughness distribution model

of McClain [28], although when applying a temperature correction to the model, the obtained distribution underestimates

roughness levels. It is interesting to note that only the parameter 𝛽 𝑓 𝑏, related to the extension of the smooth zone, had to

be changed to fit our data, despite the differences in airfoil geometry and conditions at which the model was elaborated.

Appendix O cases also show a linear growth of roughness but present a different distribution than the one of

Appendix C. Therefore, the original McClain’s model fails to predict the roughness distribution. Nonetheless, the

proposed temperature correction improves the agreement between the generated database and the correlation, showing

that the discrepancies between the original model and the Appendix O database cannot be entirely attributed to the

different envelopes considered. In addition to this, no roughness growth limit could be observed for 𝐴𝑐 < 0.4.
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